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Abstract: The paper focuses on the issue of the modifiable areal unit problem 
(MAUP), which is frequently discussed within spatial econometrics. This issue con-
cerns the changeability of the characteristics of the analysed phenomena under the 
impact of the change in the composition of territorial units. The article indicates 
four conditions which need to be fulfilled if the correctness of spatial analyses is to 
be maintained. 
Also, the paper introduces the concept of the quasi composition of regions 
(QCR). It was defined as a set of particular compositions of territorial units for 
subsequent aggregation scales. Particular compositions of territorial units are se-
lected in a way that allows a correct analysis within the undertaken research prob-
lem to be conducted. 
The chief asset of the paper is the proposal to redefine the concept of the modifi-
able areal unit problem. Both the scale problem and the aggregation problem were 
linked to the accepted quasi composition of regions. The redefinition of the concept 
is vital for the research conducted since analysing phenomena based on composi-
tions of territorial units which are excluded from the quasi composition of regions 
leads to the formulation of incorrect conclusions. Within the undertaken research 
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problem there exists only one particular composition of territorial units which al-
lows the identification and description of the dependence for analysed phenomena. 
Within the considered modifiable areal unit problem two potential problems 
were defined and they can occur while making spatial analyses. The first is the final 
areal interpretation problem (FAIP) that occurs when the characteristics of phe-
nomena or the dependence are designated for too large region. The other issue is 
the aggregation scale interpretation problem (ASIP). It occurs when a quasi compo-
sition of regions is enlarged by an aggregation scale where the correctness of the 
results of the undertaken research problem is not preserved. In both cases it is pos-






The paper focuses on the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) in spatial 
analyses conducted. The issue of the modifiable areal unit problem is de-
fined within spatial econometrics as the changeability of the properties of 
data under the impact of a change in the composition of territorial units (are-
al arrangement) at the accepted aggregation scale or under the impact of 
a change in the aggregation scale. The research thesis formulated in the pa-
per has the following wording: ‘how to obtain correct results within analyses 
made for spatial data?’ The answer to the question will enable us to provide 
a comprehensive study of the issue of the modifiable areal unit problem that 
has already been mentioned in numerous works Gehlke and Biehl (1934), 
Yule and Kendall (1950), Robinson (1950), Blalock (1964), Openshaw and 
Taylor (1979), Openshaw (1984a, 1984b), Reynolds (1988), Fotheringharn 
and Wong (1991), Holt, Steel, and Tranmer (1996), Tranmer and Steel 
(2001), Arbia (2006), Manley, Flowerdew, and Steel (2006), Suchecki(ed.) 
(2010), Flowerdew (2011) and Pietrzak (2014a, 2014b).  
The research objective of the paper is to indicate the underlying condi-
tions that are indispensable for the appropriateness of analyses based on 
spatial data. Then, based on analyses performed, the modifiable areal unit 
problem will be redefined.  
Spatial economic processes create the base for analyses performed within 
spatial econometrics. The realizations of those processes in the form of spa-
tial data are most frequently referred to as irregular regions (polygons), 
which results from the nomenclature adapted for determining boundaries of 
those regions. Both in the European Union and in Poland the measurement 
of major socio-economic characteristics of regions is made in accordance 
with the NUTS classification (Nomenclature of Units for Territorial Statis-
tics). The purposes of the implementation of this nomenclature was to pro-
vide EU member states with comparable methods of data collection and 
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interpretation as well as of making them easily available within the EU area. 
The NUTS 0 level defines European Union member states. In the case of 
Poland, lower levels of the classification of data aggregation denote the fol-
lowing: NUTS 1 – regions, NUTS 2 – provinces, NUTS 3 – subregions,  
NUTS 4 – districts, and NUTS 5 – municipalities. The order of the NUTS 
levels is not incidental and analyses of the majority of economic phenomena, 
as well as the dependence held between them following the NUTS classifica-
tion, lead to the obtainment of correct results. 
Spatial analyses of Poland, or of the European Union, carried out by vari-
ous researchers, are usually based on irregular regions corresponding to the 
NUTS classification which results from data availability1. Due to this fact, 
the considerations made in the present paper will be limited to irregular re-
gions. The next assumption made is to analyse the data expressed in relative 
quantities referring to certain values characterising irregular regions (area, 
population). This is to be ensured by the comparability of data, which also 
ensures the correctness of obtained results. The additional assumption of 
analysing the data expressed in relative quantities excludes the possibility of 
the occurrence of the economic fallacy problem and as such this problem 
will be omitted in the paper. The two aforementioned assumptions will defi-
nitely limit the field under research, however, they will allow for many valu-
able conclusions to be drawn, which otherwise would have been diluted. 
It must be emphasised that all the data published under the NUTS classi-
fication are spatial data2. Spatial data are characterized by two properties, 
i.e., by spatial heterogeneity and the existence of spatial dependence (see: 
Anselin 1988; Pietrzak et al. 2014). Any economic analysis that does not 
consider the above-mentioned properties of spatial data leads to cognitive 
errors, which undermines the reliability of its results. The issue raised indi-
cates the need for developing and applying the tools of spatial econometrics 
in economic research (see: Pietrzak, 2013). 
 
 
The conditions necessary for conducting  
reasonable analyses of spatial data 
 
In this subchapter, an attempt will be made to answer the question of when 
an economic analysis based on spatial data referring to irregular regions 
                                                          
1 Analyses conducted may concern both regular and irregular regions. However, due to 
the cost of and the time necessary for obtaining data, readily-made statistical information 
prepared by reliable public statistical institutions is used, which, in turn, will conduct research 
in the EU in accordance with the NUTS classification. 
2 Spatial data are regarded in economic analyses as cross-sectional data, which may lead 
to the obtainment of incorrect results of research. 
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gives correct results. The consideration of this issue leads to the identifica-
tion of four underlying conditions which need to be met, if the correctness of 
conducted economic analyses is to be ensured. 
Condition 1. The starting point in every analysis is the formulation of 
a research problem and taking into account all the aspects relevant to the 
problem.  
Condition 2. Establishing the aggregation scale for spatial data that would 
be appropriate for drawing correct conclusions. The determination must be 
realized within the undertaken research problem.  
Condition 3. The spatial data basing on which conclusions are drawn 
need to reliable.  
Condition 4. Determining the size (boundaries) of a region in relation to 
which the formulated conclusions will be correct. The determination must be 
realized within the undertaken research problem.   
In the case of an economic analysis, condition 1 necessitates setting 
a starting point, which is the formulation of a research problem. Only within 
the formulated research problem do we make a decision as to which phe-
nomena should be examined and we set research hypotheses related to the 
properties of these phenomena, or to the dependence held between them. The 
next assumptions made concern the time period of the analysis, the space 
scope and the aggregation scale of data, etc. All decisions are taken within 
‘the formulated research problem’, where the researcher applies suitably his 
knowledge and scientific experience. If the researcher is going to obtain 
correct results, then he needs to conduct research in the way required by the 
research problem undertaken. It must be stressed that various research prob-
lems may require different aspects of the knowledge and experience pos-
sessed by a specific researcher. The realised research objectives and formu-
lated hypotheses stem from the research problem formulated. It is unac-
ceptable for the researcher to determine a research objective irrespective of 
the formulated research problem.  
As regards condition 2, the choice of the aggregation scale for spatial data 
is made and basing on it conclusions will be drawn from the analysis con-
ducted. The aggregation scale is so determined that the researcher may state 
that the data3  applied to each irregular region originate from the impact of a 
homogenous system within this region. Besides, a similarity of systems4 
should occur in all of the regions which shape the phenomena considered 
within the undertaken research problem. As a result of the fulfilment of con-
                                                          
3 We assume that spatial data describe a phenomenon shaped within a specific economic 
system.  
4 The problem of the impact of a homogenous system within a region and a system re-
semblance occurring in a set of regions need to be analysed theoretically and elaborated, 
which significantly exceeds the framework of the present paper.  
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dition 2, researchers are provided with data that set a background for formu-
lating conclusions. In a further part of the paper condition 2 will be extended 
by the concept of ‘the quasi composition of regions’ (QCR)’. 
The reliability of spatial data is to be ensured by their being provided by 
specialized units, usually by public statistical units. In the majority of spatial 
economic studies researchers use data derived from public statistical units, 
and analyses are conducted in accordance with the NUTS nomenclature. 
A problem that appears here is the lack of data for selected phenomena or 
providing a data aggregation scale that is too large for the defined research 
problem. In the case of analysis of economic phenomena, spatial data can be 
treated as the realisation of the X(u)5 two-dimensional random field, later on 
referred to as ‘a spatial process’ (see: Arbia, 1989; Arbia, 2006; Szulc, 2007; 
Pietrzak, 2010a, 2010b). Economic phenomena are analysed basing on spa-
tial data related to a selected aggregation scale (e.g.,  a province, NUTS 2). 
Conclusions drawn on a given phenomenon are then referred to a higher 
aggregation scale (e.g., a country, NUTS 0). Since the spatial data referred to 
a selected aggregation scale are treated as the realisations of spatial process-
es6, then an appropriate identification of their internal structure becomes 
significantly important. The identification of their internal structure of spa-
tial processes means a correct description of their properties7.  In the case of 
spatial processes, the following elements of the internal structure can be 
distinguished: an element related to unsystematic heterogeneity, an element 
related to systematic heterogeneity, an element of the structure with a ho-
mogenous spatial process (homogeneity). The identification of the internal 
structure of a spatial process is made through the establishment of the pro-
cess properties within further elements of this structure8. 
The description of the internal structure will be commenced with the el-
ement related to the homogeneity of spatial process9. The homogeneity of 
spatial process is understood in the paper as a weaker concept of stationari-
ty10, (stationarity is understood here in a broad sense) in the case of which 
the following assumptions are realised:  
 
                                                          
5 u=(u1,u2) are the coordinates of the space. 
6 Since economic processes are unexperimental, we infer the properties of the process 
based on their individual realisations. 
7 The identification of the internal structure of spatial processes should constitute a base 
for developing spatial econometric models within spatial econometrics. 
8 Not all of the elements need to be included in the internal structure of  a spatial process.  
9 The element of the homogeneity of the internal structure allows the property of spatial 
autocorrelation to occur. Also, the problem of spatial dependence is related to the problem of 
the identification of the internal structure of spatial process. 
10 The property of homogeneity denotes the unchangeability of the expected value, spatial 
variance, and the independence of the covariance function on spatial movement. 
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where E(X(u)) and K(h) are the function of the expected value and the func-
tion of the covariance of spatial process X(u) subsequently, h is the distance 
between site i and site j,  )(hN is a set of location pairs (see: Szulc, 2007). 
The identification of systematic heterogeneity consists in finding proper-
ties related to systematic changes in the expected value, variance or in covar-
iance. This element may be modelled, for instance, by means of a spatial 
trend, random coefficient model, spatially switching model, etc.  
The last element of the internal structure of data is unsystematic hetero-
geneity, which means that a researcher is unable to determine systematic 
changes in the expected value, variance or in the covariance function.11 
Condition 4 determines the boundaries (size) of the region in relation to 
which conclusions will be drawn within the conducted analysis. Such a re-
gion is composed of regional units with the aggregation scale defined in 
condition 2. Conclusions may be drawn only for the region whose data are 
characterized by systematic heterogeneity or homogeneity. The choice of the 
measures or of the model for describing the phenomena of the formulated 
research problem is significant12.  
 
 
Redefining the modifiable  
areal unit problem 
 
Spatial economic phenomena are gathered and published predominantly by 
public statistics institutions within the NUTS classification. The data collect-
ed by such institutions are reliable due to the application of an appropriate 
methodology. Also, they are representative for examined regions due to tak-
ing suitable samples. The data are presented in an aggregated form and refer 
                                                          
11 It may happen that the identification of properties related to unsystematic heterogeneity 
will be insufficient. Then, after deducting the part related to the element of systematic hetero-
geneity from the data, the identification of the element of homogeneity is impossible. It hap-
pens so because the homogeneity element is overlapped by the element related to unsystematic 
heterogeneity or to systematic heterogeneity. However, obtaining the homogeneity of a spatial 
process, due to the deduction from the data the part related to the element related to systematic 
heterogeneity, excludes the occurrence of the element of unsystematic heterogeneity in the 
structure. 
12 For instance, it is possible that a measure or a model requires process homogeneity, then 
the data within the region accepted need to be homogeneous.   
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to specific irregular regions. The aggregation of data results from the manda-
tory requirement to keep the confidentiality of statistical data, where the 
surveyed entity needs to stay anonymous. In addition, research conducted by 
public statistics is repetitive, which gives it additional advantage. The data 
presented in accordance with the NUTS classification are not incidental, and 
in the majority of studies they reflect adequately the problem under research. 
That means that the researcher based on his/her knowledge and scientific 
experience would also relate the analysed phenomena to the regions corre-
sponding to the NUTS classification. It needs to be emphasised that obtain-
ing data is so costly that hardly anyone can afford to commission a conduc-
tion of research on an arbitrarily selected composition of units with a speci-
fied aggregation scale13. These are the actualities of doing spatial research 
where the foundation of the data reliability is created by their being pub-
lished by public statistical institutions. This reality is quite distinct from the 
views presented in a work by Openshaw and Taylor (1979), where it is as-
sumed that compositions of territorial units are arbitrary in nature. This 
arbitrary character consists in researchers creating, firstly, one particular set 
of units and, then, basing on it, conducting an analysis of specific phenome-
na. It must be noted that irregular regions are modifiable, which means that 
their boundaries and shapes may be created freely. This freedom is signifi-
cantly limited by the undertaken research problem. The decision on the 
boundaries and shape is made arbitrarily by the researcher14. However, the 
accepted composition is related to the undertaken research problem and the 
researcher’s scientific experience. That means that two independent re-
searchers should take similar compositions of units within the same research 
problem. In order to describe such a situation, the author proposes to refer to 
compositions of territorial units as ones scientifically arbitrary in nature. 
A research question formulated by Openshaw and Taylor (1979) had the 
following form: ‘The question is simply what objects at what scales do we 
wish to investigate?’. The attempts to answer their question unfortunately 
result in the arbitrariness of decisions about compositions of territorial units. 
Within an arbitrary composition of spatial units, spatial units may be 
grouped in any way. Connecting them with various shapes and various sizes 
of territorial units leads to a large number of potential compositions at any 
aggregation scale. This is a starting point for defining the modifiable areal 
unit problem, where the source of problem is the irregularity of shapes and 
the arbitrariness of their composition. However, a composition of territorial 
units at a selected aggregation scale is not random, and should result from 
the undertaken research problem. 
                                                          
13 For instance, the cost of obtaining data on the unemployment rate registered for Euro-
pean Union member states at NUTS 4 level is estimated in millions of euros.  
14 Researchers may use the already existing composition of territorial units. 
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The above quoted work proposes two systems of an arbitrary creation of 
compositions of territorial units. The first system is ‘a zoning system’ which 
is a form of a contiguous territorial unit composition. The other system is 
‘a grouping system’ which, in turn, is a form of a non-contiguous territorial 
unit composition. It is assumed that within systems the compositions of terri-
torial units are multiple, and the researcher is free to choose the best compo-
sition taking into account a given objective criterion. In addition, Openshaw 
(1977a, 1977b, 1977c) proposes an automatic zoning algorithm, within 
which, as a result of the purpose ascribed to the function, a composition of 
territorial units is obtained which is optimizing its value. However, there is 
only one particular set of units for a specific piece of research15 which should 
be defined by the researcher within the formulated research problem. If the 
researcher does not consider the problem within the appropriate composition 
of territorial units, the performed analysis will be incorrect. Moreover, the 
objective criterion will not lead to choosing an inappropriate composition of 
territorial units, since it is not related to a specific research problem. Measur-
ing properties and dependence between phenomena is justified only within 
a correct composition of territorial units. Any other composition will disturb 
the existing dependence. When accepting the arbitrariness of compositions16, 
we may obtain incorrect values of characteristics from a relatively wide 
range (see Openshaw, Taylor, 1979; Reynolds, 1998).  
After the discussion of the arbitrary nature of the composition of territori-
al units and zoning grouping systems, the modifiable areal unit problem 
should be taken into account. The modifiable areal unit problem is consid-
ered in the subject literature in two dimensions (see: Openshaw, Taylor, 
1979). The scale problem is the first dimension. This is a matter of changing 
spatial data properties and the dependence linking them under the impact of 
a change in the aggregation scale. The problem is that while moving to high-
er aggregation scales it is possible to obtain different results for the proper-
ties under research, as well as for the direction and strength of dependence. 
                                                          
15 Phenomena cannot occur at the same time in two or more various compositions.  
16 The very idea of creating arbitrary compositions within the zoning system appears to be 
scientifically attractive.  However, creating single compositions within the zoning system 
shows the drawback of the idea. If we consider a reasonable administrative division of 
a region, for example, into ten units within some research problem, then this division will 
concern about 10% of each region. There may occur some disturbance because of one or two 
regions but none of them will exceed 20%. Creating an arbitrary composition within the 
zoning system, however, may immediately lead to a situation where one region will have 
99.1% of the country’s territory and the remaining nine regions 0.1% of the territory (let us 
assume that a region is composed of 1,000 territorial units with the 0.1% of the territory). 
What kind of empirical analysis will provide sensible results? Therefore, creating territorial 
compositions arbitrarily within the zoning system is worth further consideration as regards the 
dangers they bring into scientific research. 
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The other dimension of the modifiable areal unit problem is the aggrega-
tion problem. This is the problem of changing the spatial data properties and 
the dependence held between them, and linking them under the impact of 
accepting another n composition of territorial units within the accepted ag-
gregation scale. Such a presentation of the issues of the scale problem and of 
the aggregation problem is inappropriate, since it allows the possibility of 
the arbitrariness of compositions of territorial units within the zoning and 
grouping systems. 
Both the scale problem and the aggregation problem should be consid-
ered in accordance with the four conditions presented in the previous sub-
chapter, which allow an appropriate analysis of spatial data to be performed. 
That will indicate the need to redefine the concept of the modifiable areal 
unit problem already described in literature. The redefinition of the concept 
will be commenced with the introduction of the term of ‘the quasi composi-
tion of regions’ (QCR) within condition 2. A quasi composition of regions is 
a set of compositions of territorial units, with lower and upper limits, con-
sisting of particular compositions of territorial units for further aggregation 
scales, where all compositions allow an appropriate analysis to be performed 
within the undertaken research problem. Setting lower and upper limits for 
compositions of territorial units means that an analysis based on data from 
a freely selected aggregation scale does not guarantee the correctness of 
results obtained within the undertaken research problem. When we use the 
NUTS classification, then the most frequently occurring limit is the upper 
one. This means that for the majority of economic phenomena the NUTS 
level 2 is too high for data at that aggregation scale to meet condition 2 and 
to allow a correct analysis to be conducted. After determining lower and 
upper limits, for every aggregation scale exactly one composition of regions 
should be designated within the undertaken research problem. The set of 
those compositions of territorial units forms the quasi compositions of re-
gions, which means a set of particular compositions for subsequent aggrega-
tion scales. Let us assume that we are considering territorial units at four 
different aggregation scales (corresponding in size, e.g., to the following 
classification units: NUTS 5, NUTS 4, NUTS 3, NUTS 2). Within the under-
taken research problem there is only one appropriate composition of territo-
rial units for each of the four aggregation scales. For instance, in Poland an 
analysis of the majority of economic phenomena based on data published for 
the lowest aggregation level - NUTS 5, will give correct results.  Therefore, 
the NUTS 5 composition may be assumed to be a particular composition of 
units at this aggregation level. This is a composition of 2,479 municipalities. 
In Poland higher aggregation scales may be created by the following particu-
lar compositions: a composition of 379 district (NUTS 4), a composition of 
66 subregions (NUTS 3), a composition of 16 provinces (NUTS 2), and 
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a composition of 6 regions (NUTS 1). As was already mentioned, for the 
majority of economic phenomena, compositions of regional units following 
the NUTS classification will lead to the obtainment of correct results.  
However, we face here the afore-mentioned lower and upper limits. The 
implication is that the correctness of results does not need to occur for all of 
the aggregation scales. Therefore, depending on the research problem under-
taken, a quasi composition of regions may be composed of only a NUTS 4 
composition and NUTS 3 composition or of any other combination of aggre-
gation scales. This correct combination of compositions will never be an 
ideal reflection of the actual compositions for which a dependence related to 
the undertaken research problem occur. Hence the name is a quasi composi-
tion of regions (QCR). 
Within the undertaken research problem there exists only one quasi com-
position of regions, which allows the identification and description of the 
dependence holding for the analysed phenomena. It means that every single 
composition of territorial units not included in a quasi composition of re-
gions will result in the obtainment of incorrect conclusions. Therefore, the 
modifiable areal unit problem is formulated in subject literature inappropri-
ately, since in the case of an analysis based on empirical data it allows for 
compositions existing outside the quasi composition of regions. For that 
reason, the modifiable areal unit problem should concern a change in the 
properties of analysed phenomena which accompanies a change in the ag-
gregation scale, but only within a quasi composition of regions. 
While redefining the modifiable areal unit problem, the scale problem 
will be determined as a problem related to a change in the properties of spa-
tial data and casual relations for compositions of territorial units of differen-
tiated aggregation scales that create a quasi composition of regions. Howev-
er, a quasi composition of regions is designated within the undertaken re-
search problem.  
The aggregation problem, in turn, consists in creating a single composi-
tion of territorial units at any aggregation scale in such a way that it is in-
cluded in a quasi composition of regions within the undertaken research 
problem. 
The scale problem is of a significant importance for empirical analyses, 
because usually the data that are made available to the public do not concern 
all of the aggregation scales. Also, it happens quite frequently that the data 
are published for higher aggregation scales and do not represent the aggrega-
tion scales for which they were actually collected. If the properties of phe-
nomena may have been changed due to the aggregation process, then we 
should bear in mind the possibility of the impact of that fact on the results of 
the research being conducted. Also, in a situation when researchers have 
access to data representing various aggregation scales, then it is worth 
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checking the directions of changes in the properties of the phenomena under 
examination. 
The scale problem may be solved by means of a simulation that makes it 
possible to identify the properties while changing the aggregation scale of 
data. The redefinition of the modifiable areal unit problem modifies the ap-
proach adapted for simulations within the scale problem. This is not the 
problem of changing properties while switching into another aggregation 
scale of arbitrary compositions of territorial units. The problem is about 
changing properties while switching into another aggregation scale of the 
accepted quasi composition of regions. In the case of the traditional defini-
tion of the scale problem, the simulation consists in generating the realiza-
tion of processes for a specific number of various compositions of territorial 
units within each aggregation scale. Arbitrary compositions of territorial 
units were generated in accordance with the zoning system or the grouping 
system (see: Openshaw, Taylor, 1979; Reynolds, 1998)17. The obtained re-
sults characterised a set of arbitrary compositions of territorial units for each 
aggregation scale. Next, the selected characteristics were compared with 
each aggregation scale. Redefining the scale problem requires performing 
the simulation in a different way. One composition of territorial units for 
each aggregation scale needs to be selected in accordance with the deter-
mined quasi composition of regions, and a simulation of realisations of the 
process should be made only for this compositions. The properties computed 
based on the simulation represent a single composition of territorial units for 
a selected aggregation scale. The comparison of the obtained results will 
allow changes in the process characteristics within the accepted quasi com-
position of regions to be checked. 
The simulation concerning the scale problem entails an empirical aspect 
in the sense that it is related to the analysis being conducted. This follows 
from the fact that a quasi composition of regions is designated within the 
undertaken research problem. The simulation performed is also utilitarian in 
nature, if related to the undertaken research problem. The outcome of the 
simulation is to help researchers in assessing how the researched properties 
change depending on the selected aggregation scale. Changes in the proper-
ties of statistics within the scale problem may result from the estimation 
process (different data and varying amounts of data depending on the aggre-
gation scale).  Changes may also result from determined properties that 
characterise the spatial data under research (e.g., spatial autocorrelation). 
As the scale problem may be solved with a simulation, the aggregation 
problem is merely of an empirical nature. In the economic research conduct-
ed, we are dealing with the aggregation problem, while constructing a quasi 
                                                          
17 In practice, however, arbitrariness means a random character of compositions of territo-
rial units generated by a computer software within the zoning system or the grouping system.   
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composition of regions at the selected aggregation scale the researcher can-
not use a ready, a priori single composition of territorial units (e.g., NUTS). 
A problematic situation will appear when the researcher establishes a single 
composition of regions that is not consistent with the nature of the undertak-
en research problem. Solving the aggregation problem consists in finding an 
appropriate and single composition of territorial units, the use of which will 
make the obtained outcome sensible. In such a case, only the researcher’s 
knowledge and scientific experience will enable him to designate regions 
correctly and avoid the aggregation problem. As regards a simulation, it will 
not provide any additional information on the matter. 
While conducting an analysis, it may turn out that the undertaken re-
search problem deviates in its nature from the generally accepted composi-
tion of territorial units (e.g., NUTS).The analysis of the impact of a metropo-
lis serves a good example. It was proved that a metropolis with its connec-
tions and impact on the environment deviates substantially from the accepted 
administrative division of regions. Establishing a composition of territorial 
units for a metropolis and other regions is challenging.  
Also, we may face a situation where it is necessary to establish a definite 
number of areas for which there is no counterpart in the form of a readily 
made composition of territorial units. An example may be the creation of 
SGM (Standard Gross Margin) regions. Poland’s joining the European Un-
ion in 2004 enforced the adjustment of statistics to the standards binding in 
the European Union. The division of Poland into SGM regions required ho-
mogeneous regions in the levels of agricultural development and culture. 
The clustering of data conducted for nine diagnostic variables allowed the 
territory of Poland to be divided into four agricultural SGM regions. They 
were given official names and were included in the annex of the Treaty on  
the Accession of the Republic of Poland to the European Union. The estab-
lishment of SGM regions is an example of a positive solution applied to the 
aggregation problem. Economic analyses concerning agriculture conducted 
for SGM regions should lead to the obtainment of correct results. In the case 
of making analyses for spatial data two additional problems may arise due to 
the non-fulfilment of condition 2 and condition 4. As regards condition 2, it 
may happen that a quasi composition of regions will be extended by an ag-
gregation scale for which the correctness of results within the undertaken 
research problem is not preserved. The results received basing on the data 
from that aggregation scale will lead to the formulation of incorrect conclu-
sions. This problem is referred to in the paper as the aggregation scale inter-
pretation problem (ASIP).  
A good example of the aggregation scale interpretation problem is the 
analysis of the unregistered unemployment rate. The unemployment phe-
nomenon is characterized by strong spatial dependence. If we calculate the 
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spatial autocorrelation for the unemployment rate based on the NUTS 4 lev-
el, we will obtain a strong positive spatial correlation. However, if we calcu-
late this property basing on the NUTS 2 level, then we will obtain a negative 
autocorrelation. The received result is inappropriate since the unemployment 
phenomenon is heterogeneous within too large regions at NUTS 2 level. The 
NUTS 2 level has a too high aggregation scale and reaches beyond the quasi 
composition of regions. 
Another type of problem that may occur while analysing spatial data con-
cerns condition 4, and is referred to in the paper as the final areal interpreta-
tion problem (FAIP). This problem occurs when the characteristics of phe-
nomena or dependence are designated for a too large region. Then it is pos-
sible that the data will lose the preferred properties (homogeneity and sys-
tematic heterogeneity). Two situations may take place. In the first case, the 
data possessing properties of homogeneity for a specific region may be char-
acterised by either the systematic heterogeneity or the unsystematic hetero-
geneity if the region enlarges. In the second case, the data characterised by 
the systematic heterogeneity resulting from the enlargement of the analysed 
region change their properties into the unsystematic heterogeneity. In both 
cases, it is necessary to decrease the size of the region under analysis in or-
der to obtain appropriate properties of data, or to use different, better suited 
research tools. 
The area of agricultural land may serve as an example of the final areal 
interpretation problem. We may determine the average area of agricultural 
land based on the data at the NUTS 4 level (districts). If we calculate the 
average for a single province (NUTS 2), then the data should possess the 
properties of homogeneity18, and basing on the average we will obtain relia-
ble results for the agrarian structure. However, if the average is calculated 
for a country’s territory (NUTS 0), then the average area of agricultural land 
will not represent any cognitive value. This results from the fact that the data 
on the area of agricultural land are characterised by the property of the sys-






In the case of the scale problem, a simulation analysis should accompany 
empirical research and a specific research problem should determine the 
simulation assumptions.  As the aggregation problem results from the re-
searcher’s mistake, the scale problem results from the data properties and the 
                                                          
18 The selected province should be characterised by a similar agrarian structure within all 
of its districts and by a similar agricultural culture. 
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aggregation process. Therefore, it should be checked by means of a simula-
tion, to what extent the scale problem impacts the research conducted within 
the undertaken research problem. This subchapter presents a simulation of 
the consideration of the scale problem within a hypothetical research prob-
lem19. 
A scale problem will be considered for the aggregation of data originat-
ing from Poland’s NUTS 5 level to the NUTS 4 level. This simulation will 
consist in examining to what extent the basic properties of data are modified 
during the aggregation process. The mean and the variance calculated for 
simulated data will be analysed. Determining the regularities in the changes 
concerning the above-mentioned properties will allow the received results to 
be interpreted correctly. Figure 1 presents the composition of territorial units 
used for the purposes of the simulation – 2,497 municipalities (NUTS 5) and 
379 district (NUTS 4). Both of the compositions make up the territory of  
Poland. 
The simulation should be applied to the four basic conditions that assure 
the correct analysis of spatial data. Referring it to condition 120 will consist 
in treating the simulated data as a hypothetical economic category expressed 
in relative units21. Another step is designating quasi compositions of regions 
within condition 2. In this case, the quasi composition of regions will consist 
of the compositions of territorial units at two aggregation scales – of the 
NUTS 5 and NUTS 4 compositions. Condition 3 does not refer to simulated 
data, however, it may be assumed here that data will be simulated in a cor-
rect way. Next, in accordance with condition 4, a region will be determined 
in relation to which conclusions will be drawn. The region will be Poland’s 
whole territory (NUTS 0), shown in Figure 1. Since data are going to be 
simulated, it should be additionally assumed what property will characterise 
them. For this specific case, it was assumed that the data will be the realisa-
tion of the spatial process with the property of homogeneity22. It means that 
                                                          
19 The paper included a simulation of the realisation of the spatial process with a constant 
expected value, a variance and of the lack of spatial noise. However, there do  not exist eco-
nomic phenomena which would possess such properties. The spatial differentiation of phe-
nomena depicts the existence of spatial dependence, a systematic, or unsystematic, property of 
heterogeneity. Therefore, the paper will undertake a hypothetical research problem in the 
form of a hypothetical analysis of an economic category expressed in relative units. 
20 A hypothetical research problem was accepted. 
21 Such data may simulate, for example, values of the demographic dependency ratio in 
the form of the number of persons at post-working age in relation to the number of persons at 
working age. 
22 The simulated data will be subsequent realisations of the spatial noise. The simulated 
data will be characterised by a constant mean, a constant variance and by lack of spatial auto-
correlation. The process of spatial noise is a random field that possesses the properties of 
stationarity in a broad sense. Additional assumptions made concern the constant value of the 
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the internal structure of the spatial process will be composed only of the 
property of homogeneity. Data will be generated for 2,479 municipalities and 
then aggregated to the level of 379 districts (NUTS 4). Therefore, the pur-
pose of the simulation will be checking in the accepted quasi composition of 
regions, given the fact that the analysed phenomenon is characterised by the 
property of homogeneity, whether the mean and variance do not change un-
der the impact of aggregation. A positive answer would mean that in the case 
of the mean and the variance similar results will be obtained, no matter 
whether they are calculated at the NUTS 5 level or at the NUTS 4 level. 
 
 
Figure 1. The regions used in the simulation, 2,479 municipalities (NUTS 5) and 
379 districts (NUTS 4) 
 
 
Source: elaborated by the author. 
 
The first step to be made in the simulation is to obtain data expressed in 
relative quantities. The data will be obtained indirectly. First, at the NUTS 5 
level, an analysis of two processes of spatial noises will be made, namely, of 
process 1 and process 2. The process of spatial noise was accepted due to the 
fact that it is characterised by the property of homogeneity23. The realisation 
                                                                                                                                        




















(see Arbia 2006). Usually the zero expected value is accepted. This assumption was rejected 
in the simulations. 
23 It must be emphasized that it is unlikely for empirical data to be characterized by a con-
stant mean, a constant variance and by lack of spatial autocorrelation. The process of spatial 
noise was assumed to be the simplest process generating data. Empirical spatial data are 
characterised most frequently by spatial autocorrelation and systematic heterogeneity. The 
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of these two processes will be treated as hypothetical data expressed in the 
absolute quantities. Next, process 3 is obtained as the ratio of process 1 and 
process 2, and it will be treated as hypothetical data expressed in the relative 
quantities. For process 1, the mean equal to 10 and the variance equal to 1.6 
will be assumed. For process 2 the assumptions are the following: the mean 
equal to 5 and the variance equal to 0.5. Process 1 and 2 will be generated in 
five variants. In the first variant, the processes will not be correlated. In sub-
sequent variants, the correlation between the processes at the levels of 0.3, 
0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 will be assumed. For each variant, 500 realizations of pro-
cess 1 and of process 2 will be simulated24, and basing on them the realiza-
tions of process 3 will be obtained25.  
 
 
Table 1. The results of the simulations of the processes for the correlation coeffi-
cient equals 0 
 
NUTS 5 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean -0.001 -0.001 10.001 5.000 2.043 1.599 0.499 0.164 
standard deviation 0.017 0.019 0.024 0.013 0.008 0.046 0.014 0.006 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.001 0.516 -0.001 0.514 -0.002 0.523 
standard deviation 0.012 0.293 0.013 0.297 0.013 0.299 
mean 699.793 0.992 65.391 32.692 2.013 1409.7 353.19 0.047 
standard deviation 5.408 0.001 0.158 0.086 0.011 14.300 4.009 0.008 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.013 0.622 -0.012 0.612 -0.006 0.538 
standard deviation 0.005 0.055 0.006 0.064 0.031 0.268 
(cov-covariance, cor-correlation, I(X)- Moran's I statistics) 
 




                                                                                                                                        
presented simulation should be extended by the processes possessing the mentioned proper-
ties. 
24 The realizations of the processes are simulated from a two-dimensional vector of the 
random field.  
25 A negative correlation between phenomena cannot be observed, therefore, this case will 
not be considered.  
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Table 2. The results of the simulations of the processes for the correlation coeffi-
cient equals 0.3 
 
NUTS 5 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 0.269 0.301 10.004 5.002 2.031 1.593 0.502 0.113 
standard deviation 0.016 0.016 0.023 0.012 0.006 0.043 0.014 0.004 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.477 0.000 0.485 
standard deviation 0.013 0.298 0.011 0.281 0.013 0.297 
NUTS 4 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 702.709 0.994 65.410 32.704 2.010 1411.9 353.86 0.032 
standard deviation 6.006 0.001 0.150 0.080 0.009 13.981 3.801 0.005 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.013 0.623 -0.013 0.618 -0.006 0.530 
standard deviation 0.005 0.054 0.006 0.063 0.028 0.256 
 
Source: elaborated by the author. 
 
Table 3. The results of the simulations of the processes for the correlation coeffi-
cient equals 0.5 
 
NUTS 5 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 0.451 0.502 9.998 5.000 2.023 1.606 0.501 0.080 
standard deviation 0.019 0.015 0.024 0.011 0.005 0.045 0.013 0.003 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.001 0.526 0.000 0.499 -0.001 0.511 
standard deviation 0.012 0.278 0.013 0.289 0.013 0.294 
NUTS 4 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 705.15 0.999 65.359 32.684 2.002 1409.1 353.2 0.005 
standard deviation 7.331 0.000 0.164 0.085 0.003 13.70 4.110 0.001 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.012 0.611 -0.013 0.615 -0.004 0.513 
standard deviation 0.005 0.057 0.006 0.063 0.029 0.256 
 
Source: elaborated by the author. 
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Table 4. The results of the simulations of the processes for the correlation coeffi-
cient equals 0.7 
 
NUTS 5 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 0.625 0.699 10.000 5.001 2.015 1.602 0.500 0.048 
standard deviation 0.023 0.011 0.021 0.012 0.004 0.046 0.014 0.002 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean 0.001 0.485 0.002 0.495 0.001 0.475 
standard deviation 0.012 0.279 0.013 0.286 0.012 0.287 
NUTS 4 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 705.154 0.999 65.359 32.684 2.002 1409.8 353.29 0.005 
standard deviation 7.331 0.000 0.164 0.085 0.003 13.708 4.110 0.001 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.013 0.616 -0.013 0.617 -0.003 0.505 
standard deviation 0.005 0.057 0.005 0.061 0.031 0.284 
 
Source: elaborated by the author. 
 
Table 5. The results of the simulations of the processes for the correlation coeffi-
cient equals 0.9 
 
NUTS 5 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 0.809 0.900 9.991 4.992 2.008 1.606 0.503 0.017 
standard deviation 0.024 0.004 0.025 0.013 0.002 0.043 0.014 0.001 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.001 0.517 -0.001 0.522 -0.001 0.513 
standard deviation 0.012 0.278 0.012 0.280 0.013 0.295 
NUTS 4 
cov cor mean variance 
(X1,X2) (X1,X2) X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 
mean 705.154 0.999 65.359 32.684 2.002 1409.8 353.29 0.005 
standard deviation 7.331 0.000 0.164 0.085 0.003 13.708 4.110 0.001 
 
I(X1) p-value I(X2) p-value I(X3) p-value 
mean -0.012 0.609 -0.012 0.611 0.001 0.468 
standard deviation 0.005 0.055 0.005 0.059 0.033 0.275 
 
Source: elaborated by the author. 
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Tables 1,2,3,4,5 present the results obtained from descriptive statistics for  
subsequent variants connected with the correlation level. Basing on the 
simulated realizations of processes, the following were calculated: the covar-
iance and the correlation between process 1 and process 2, the means, varia-
tions and the statistics of Moran’s I for process 1, process 2, process 3. These 
statistics were calculated both at the aggregation scale for NUTS 5 and for 
NUTS 4. The obtained results allowed the evaluation of the impact of the 
aggregation scale on the examined descriptive statistics of the processes.   
In the case of the simulated realizations of process 1 and process 2 (hypo-
thetical data expressed in absolute quantities.) the mean and the variance of 
processes increased together with the change of the aggregation scale into 
higher one. This proves the need for avoiding making analyses based on data 
expressed in absolute quantities, whose values of examined statistics grow 
together with increases in the aggregation scale and those data are not spa-
tially comparable. In the case of this kind of data, the value of the correlation 
grew intensely along with changes in the aggregation scale. In addition, the 
values of the covariance, correlation, means and of the variances of the pro-
cesses reached the same levels regardless of their initial correlation levels. 
Within the realisation of process 3 (hypothetical data expressed in rela-
tive quantities) the aggregation of data did not affect the mean value, howev-
er, it influences decreases in the value of the variance. This is a significant 
conclusion because if data possess the properties of the spatial noise, then, 
regardless of their aggregation scale, close mean values will be derived from 
them. However, at higher aggregation scales a lower covariance will be ob-
tained. In the case of the dependent variable, it may take the form of a higher 
R-squared for a line regression model.   
The aggregation of the realization of the processes did not result in the 
occurrence of the autocorrelation of spatial data, which is proved by statisti-
cally insignificant Moran's I. It means that for data possessing the properties 
of the spatial noise, aggregation does not result in the occurrence of spatial 





The paper deals with the issue of the modifiable areal unit problem 
(MAUP), which is connected with the analysis of spatial data referring to 
irregular regions. The paper discussed the conditions that are necessary for 
maintaining the correctness of spatial analyses performed. The described 
conditions indicate the need for making the research problem a starting point 
for every spatial analysis. Besides, the level of the aggregation of spatial data 
needs to be determined, basing on which conclusions from analyses will be 
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drawn, and boundaries of the regions for which these conclusions are to be 
formulated. 
Also, the paper raised the problem of the arbitrary nature of compositions 
of territorial units. It means that their boundaries and shapes may be created 
in any way. The author pointed out, however, that this arbitrariness is related 
to and limited by the specificity of the considered research problem. The 
finally accepted composition of territorial units should result from the under-
taken research problem as well as from the researcher’s experience. 
The paper has introduced the concept of a quasi compositions of regions. 
It was defined as a set of particular compositions of territorial units for sub-
sequent aggregation scales. Among all potential compositions of territorial 
units, the quasi compositions of regions is formed exclusively by those 
which allow the analysis within the undertaken research problem to be con-
ducted. The considerations made allowed the issue of the modifiable areal 
unit problem to be redefined. Both the scale problem and the aggregation 
problem were linked to the undertaken research problem and to the accepted 
quasi composition of regions. It is of great importance to the spatial analyses 
performed since the arbitrary acceptance of compositions of territorial units, 
which are excluded from the quasi composition of regions, leads to the for-
mulation of incorrect conclusions. It means that the concept of the modifia-
ble areal unit problem presented in subject literature is formulated inappro-
priately, because in the case of an analysis based on empirical data it allows 
for compositions of territorial units not included in the quasi composition of 
regions.  
The redefinition of the modifiable areal unit problem compels the change 
in simulations made within the scale problem. The identification of the 
change in the properties of processes should constitute the purpose of mak-
ing simulations while moving between the aggregation scales of the accepted 
quasi composition of regions. Therefore, data are generated exclusively for 
compositions of spatial units belonging to a quasi composition of regions. 
However, generating data for all arbitrary compositions of regions within the 
zoning system or the grouping system does not result in solving the scale 
problem. Quite conversely, it obscures solving the problem by gaining 
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